SOURCE: GURU GOBIND SINGH INDRAPRASTHA UNIVERSITY BROCHURE (CHAPTER- 6)
RESERVATION POLICY (except M.Phil and Ph.D.)

• Relaxation in Eligibility

Candidates belonging to Scheduled Castes/Scheduled Tribes/Widows or Wards of Defence Personnel /
Persons With Disability will be allowed 5% relaxation of marks in the minimum eligibility requirement or
as specified by the statutory body governing the programme of study, irrespective of the fact whether
there exists any reservation for any category of such candidates or not

• B.Tech./LE-B.Tech/MBA

The Reservation Policy for the University Schools, Government Institutes and Self Financing Colleges/
Institutions aﬃliated with this University, other than minority institution, for the Academic Session 202021 for these CETs is as:Self Financing Institutions Located in NCR, outside Delhi except minority status institutions
85% of the sanctioned intake (minus the management quota which is 10% of total seats unless
surrendered by the institution for common counselling) shall be allocated for Delhi Region wherein
reservation of seats shall be as under:
DSC - 15%
DST - 7.5%
15% of the sanctioned intake (minus the management quota which is 10% of total seats unless
surrendered by the institution for common counselling) shall be allocated for outside Delhi Region
wherein reservation of seats shall be as under:
ODSC - 15%
ODST - 7.5%

Note:
1. Reservation for EWS category is applicable only in Unversity School of Studies and Govt. aﬃliated
Colleges only. This will be implemented in accordance with the Govt. of India and Govt. of NCT of
Delhi orders as applicable.
2. The candidate seeking admission under reserved categories /classes has to mandatorily produce the
caste/category certificate in his/her name at the time of counselling. The certificate in name of either
of the parent (Mother/Father) is not acceptable and the candidate shall not be entitled / eligible for
admission against reserved seat, even on the basis of any undertaking.
3. The reservation certificate should be issued from the respective state/region in which the reservation
is claimed e.g. in case any candidate claims for the seat reserved for DSC/DST/DOBC category then
He/She has to bring SC/ST/OBC certificate issued by Govt. of NCT of Delhi and also should have
passed his/ her qualifying exam from Delhi School/College.
4. In order to claim reservation under this Category, the candidate must have a rank in the merit list for
the specific CET Code. Any unfilled seat(s) reserved for Scheduled Castes will be treated as reserved
for Scheduled Tribes and vice-versa and will not be oﬀered to any other reserved category. In case
suﬃcient number of eligible candidates of Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes are not available,
the seats thus remaining vacant will be treated as unreserved after the last but one counselling of the

reserved categories (That is, if there are three rounds of counselling, after the third round of counselling for the reserved category, the vacant / unallocated seats of reserved counselling shall be unreserved and oﬀered to the unreserved / general /open category candidates in the last round of
counselling), and this shall be done before the Spot Round / Open House Counselling (which shall be
held if required). In the Open house / spot round there shall be no reservation on the basis of region
or category, as this round is a mop – up round for filling of seats.
5. The required certificate (s) for reserved categories/ classes will be essential at the time of the counselling for admission and no provisional admission shall be admissible for want of caste/category
certificate from the local competent authority. Further, the caste/category certificate should invariably
be in the name of candidate himself/herself and not in favour of respective parents/guardians.
6. The conversion of seats reserved for SC, ST, OBC, Minority, etc. to General Category shall be done
only after the completion of last counselling for the reserved categories and no such conversion will
be allowed during the 1st counselling. However, while converting the seats, any unfilled seat(s) reserved for ST Category will be oﬀered to SC Category and vice versa and only after that the conversion of the reserved category seats shall be eﬀected.
7. Clarification for Admissions in Reserved Category: Admission will be permissible to qualified candidates in any programme in the following conditions:i. If qualifying examination is passed from Delhi and Reservation certificate issued from Delhi for
SC/ST/OBC categories, then admission is permissible under Delhi Reserved category.
ii. If qualifying examination is passed from Outside Delhi and Reservation certificate issued from
anywhere in India, including Delhi for SC/STcategories, then admission is permissible under Outside Delhi Reserved category.
iii. If qualifying examination is passed from Delhi and Reservation certificate issued from Outside
Delhi for SC/ST/OBC categories, then admission is permissible only under Delhi General category for institutions where admission categories are Delhi and outside Delhi; while for institutions
where admissions are done on all-India basis, these candidates shall be eligible to claim All India
SC/ST/OBC reservation.

• Other Backward Castes

27% seats are reserved for Delhi OBC Category belonging to the list of OBC castes in Delhi. The reservation will be available only in the University Schools of Studies and other Government Institutions. Students will be admitted in this category on the submission of a certificate to this eﬀect from the Competent Authority of the Government of NCT of Delhi. Certificate issued by Govt. of India or any state government will not be accepted under any circumstances. The reservation for OBC Category is only for
candidates who are from Delhi Region. A certificate issued by a Competent Authority of Delhi to an individual on the basis of Caste Certificate of his/her parents from another state will be accepted for claiming a seat under OBC Category if and only if the caste is in the list of notified OBC list by Govt. of NCT
of Delhi. Reservation in OBC Category is not applicable for Master's Level and Post Graduate Diploma
programmes. The non-creamy layer certificate should be issued after 31st March, 2020.
The OBC reservation shall be applicable only to Undergraduate programmes of studies (expect PGMC
and PGAC) within Government Institutes. No OBC reservation shall apply to post-graduation or higher
level programmes of studies and in self financing institutes.
However for Central Government Institutions, seat allocation is on all India basis among the category of
seats including OBC and for such reservation the certificate issued should as per the central list of OBC
and the non-creamy layer certificate should be issued after 31st March, 2020.

• Jammu & Kashmir Migrants

One seat, which will be supernumerary in nature is earmarked for Kashmiri migrants in each Institution.
Admission will be based on merit through CET. A certificate of competent authority for availing admission against Kashmiri Migrant Quota is to be produced by the candidates at the time of counselling/
admission. Since the seats of Kashmiri Migrant Quota are supernumery, they will not be converted at all
in any other category in case they remain unfilled. The University earmarks the seats reserved for the
Jammu & Kashmir Migrants in a institution in specific programme of study at the time of counseling as
per current practice. If any guidelines are received for the Government of NCT of Delhi before the commencement of counseling for the Academic Session 2020-21, the same shall be applied.

